
 

Ted Hughes’ Gaudette and the Bacchae of Euripides 

Mark Williams 

Ted Hughes' Gaudete is a prose-poem written in 1977. It draws very strongly upon the Bacchae, 

forming  an ironic echo of Euripides' play centred around Hughes' perennial themes of the links 

between nature and human consciousness, and the role and value of myth.  

Gaudete tells how an 'Anglican clergyman', the Rev.   Lumb, is abducted into the 'otherworld' by 

spirits. In this otherworld, a double is made of the priest from a tree-bole, and is sent back into the 

world. This new Lumb, unaware of his own nature, tries to reinvigorate Christianity with a connection 

to nature, forming a coven of maenad-like women out of the W.l. The women's cuckolded 

husbands - for Lumb is sleeping with several of the women pursue the priest in a rage and eventually 

kill him. The poem is suffused  with mythical or  visionary moments  and violence, coupled  with 

strong insight  into the  alienation of modem humanity from nature. I shall bring out some of the 

ways in which Hughes has restructured elements of the Bacchae. 

Pentheus, Lumb, and doubling 

The  central  character  in  Gaudete,  the Rev. Lumb,  himself created out of wood (although he 

does not realize this), invites comparison  with Euripides'  Dionysus,  the  god  of  chaotic, ecstatic 

nature, the 'spirit of revel and rapture, Dionysus!' The Lumb of Gaudete thus has an inherent 

closeness to nature and its forces the same forces that Dionysus represents in the Bacchae. Like 

Dionysus, Lumb gathers a group of frenzied women around him, but here we see  the irony 

inherent in Hughes' vision. The Maenads experience unity with nature with rapturous ease: 'Curled   

snakes  ... licked  their  cheeks.  Some would have in their arms I A young ga zelle ... to which they 

gave I Their  own  white milk...'  In contrast, the repressed, middle England housewives of 

Gaudete find this connection impossible, though they long for it. One of them makes a primal, 

agonized gesture: 'She is gouging the leaf-mould, I She is anointing her face with it.' 

Lumb further resembles Dionysus in his presiding over the naked, animal-skinned rituals of his 

coven, just as Pentheus sees Dionysus as 'promoting pernicious practices'. However,  Lumb 

combines the roles of  Pentheus and Dionysus, for it is he who is immolated: 'The  blood from his burst 

head washes his face and neck I ln thin solution  and ropy lumps...' This combination of the roles 

that Euripides polarizes so effectively can be read as an ironic comment on modern society and 

consciousness -ecstatic unity with nature (Dionysus)  can no longer be attained, and would result 

in the destruction of its agent, rather than its opposer. 

In this context note that Hughes employs the image of the double, for Lumb's double rises from a 

lake to fight with him at one point, just as Euripides has Pentheus exclaim in the Bacchic state.: 'l seem 

to see two suns, and a double Thebes with its seven gates.' Perhaps it is too far a leap, but I think it 

significant that Pentheus only sees double, whereas Lumbfights with his double. Hughes seems to be 

stressing modern man's  alienation from nature again. Pentheus' shift of consciousness has 

become the priest's 'antagonist ... his own double;  and ... he is horribly strong.’ 

Ted Hughes' desolate vision 

I think it is also revealing to examine how Hughes has drawn on the Bacchae  for the theme of 

consequences. In the Bacchae, Dionysus' visit to Thebes has a purpose: he has come to educate 

people about his worship. When Pentheus does not learn these lessons willingly, Dionysus shows 

no mercy. Cadmus' anguished appeal 'Gods should  not be like mortals  in vindictiveness!' is  



 

shown to be hopelessly vain in the face of Dionysus' glacial divine amorality. His influence means the 

suspension of all human boundaries and laws in the grip of an ecstatic flux. We can see this in 

Pentheus' gradual slide into this state, in which his perceptions are disordered. Dionysus says: '1 

made a mockery of him. He thought he was binding me but ... he found a bull, and tied his rope 

around the bull's knees and hooves...' Pentheus cannot understand Dionysus' fluidity, the fact that 

he can combine poles of experience, symbolized by his androgyny (which Pentheus abhors but is 

seduced into). As Dionysus says: 

'I am sane and you are mad.' When his lessons are not learned, he has no qualms about destroying 

the lives of all concerned - particularly Agaue, Pentheus' mother. We can see this in his terrifyingly 

cool response to her and Cadmus' anguish: 'You learnt too late.' 

The consequences of the events of the Bacchae are clear and chilling. In  contrast, the Bacchae-like 

events  of Gaudete  - Lumb's maenads, the unity with nature, his immolation - will have no 

consequences. The corpses of Lumb and some of his attendant women are piled onto a table in his 

church basement, and unceremoniously set alight. The poem ends: 'All  evidence goes up.' The 

poem's epilogue seems to suggest that the true Lumb is returned from the otherworld as some 

kind of divinely inspired poet-madman; but the violent imagery of his poems does not stress a 

positive outcome overmuch. Indeed, Lumb's whole mission seems to have failed. Lumb's sense of 

the power in nature in an early part of the poem is clear: 'If the trees were trees  only...  were  

simply  roots  and  boles  and  boughs   and leaves... This would be safe.' But immediately before 

his execution, Lumb suddenly finds himself alone in a material universe devoid of spirit: 'He sees the 

lakewater I Simply waste liquid...IFrom the gutters of space...A spiritless by-product I Of the 

fact that things exist at all.' The emptiness of this realization, in such contrast to Hughes' vivid 

description of nature in the rest of the poem, renders it achingly desolate. Lumb's 'mission' will have 

no consequences - again Hughes ironically twists the Bacchae to stress alienation. 

In conclusion, we can read Hughes' Gaudete as a clever re working of elements drawn from the 

Bacchae, making an ironic point about what Hughes sees as the human need for connection, but 

addressing his doubts about the consequences of this. Per haps, he suggests, such a quest can only 

be the province now of the tortured mystic -or the poet. His use of the Bacchae is complex and 

subtle, and the irony of Gaudete derives from the translation of the Bacchae to twentieth-century 

Britain. Here myth has no value (as we can see from his descriptions of Lumb's joyless, mechanical 

rituals as 'a goblin  monotony' ); and a connection with nature is impossible for the deliberately 

stereo typical characters. Their attempt to partake of this communion becomes an atavistic retreat 

into violence and death. For, as is expressed perfectly in a quotation from Heraclitus at the 

beginning of Hughes' poem: 'Hades and Dionysus are one.’  

This is a condensed version of the essay which won Mark Williams  the Gladstone  Prize for 1998. 

He is now going on to read Classics and English at university. 

 


